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ScamCoin.
This is a new page in the history of the cryptocurrency world. ScamCoin
will be the founder of a new era of blockchain! ScamCoin will change… ok,
that's enough))
Okay, now seriously. Our main goal is rethinking scams. Currently, there is
no good place on the market for scam projects, and they are not properly
recognized. This is terrible, a wild infringement of the rights and dignity of
scam developers who put their souls into creating scams. So they have to
pretend that they are a serious project with big plansit turns out to be selfdeception.
Together with ScamCoin, users and developers will receive a convenient
and comfortable place to exchange, purchase and much more, we haven’t
really figured out what. But in fact, we have rather big and global plans, just
take a look at our Roadmap. Well, in general, we'll see how things go, and
then we'll decide.

So, does that mean that we are just another meme project?
— Well, probably not… it's not up to us to decide.
Look, Bitcoin was created in 2009, Ether was created in 2015, and
ScamCoin was created in 2021. That is, every 6 years a revolutionary
product appears on the market, and so, we present a very revolutionary
product. Do you think this all makes no sense? Well, probably not.
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To demonstrate how strong our scam is: Initially we planned to disappear
by selling about 16% of our coins and buy a yacht and a couple of
sandwiches. But the scam turned out to be too strong and developed its
own opinion. In the end, our coins burned out. Yes, this is sad, but we will
come up with another way... if we can…
Well, there is only one thing left — to work on the project and... the rest is
either history or a mystery…
Want to be part of our culture, our clan, our guild... our, our... um... our team?
Do you want to take a big risk and participate in a potentially dangerous
project? Are you ready to fight for scam rights? Write to us in a mail,
explaining how you can be useful to the ScamArmy. Also, check out the
recruiting section for any hot vacancies.
You are a scam! Why do you need employees?
— Yes, we are a scam, as is written in our project name. We still want to
make the highest quality scam, which will even be somewhat sexy. For this,
we need the best of the best so Tom Cruise and Henry Cavil can also join.
Enough for now.
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We've optimized the flow for everyone. You can be a user, a developer or a
dog, any scam processes with us will give you exceptional joy.

